
Characters D6 / Grand Moff Wilhuff Tarkin (as of A New Hope) (Human Imperial Officer)

Name: Grand Moff Wilhuff Tarkin (as of A New Hope)

Homeworld: Eriadu

Born: 64 BBY, Eriadu

Died: 0 BBY, Death Star, Yavin system

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Height: 1.82 meters

Hair color: Auburn

Eye color: Gray-blue

Skin color: Light

MOVE - 10

DEXTERITY: 3D

        Blaster: 5D

        Dodge: 6D+2

        Melee Combat: 4D+2

        Melee Parry: 5D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D+1

        Bargain: 6D+2

        Command: 10D+2

        Con: 6D+2

        Gambling: 5D+1

        Search: 5D

KNOWLEDGE: 4D

        Alien Species: 7D

        Bureaucracy: 9D

        Business: 5D

                Business; Contracts: 7D

        Cultures: 7D

        Intimidation: 9D+1

        Languages: 6D+1

        Law Enforcement: 5D

        Planetary Systems: 6D

        Tactics: 5D

                Tactics; Fleets: 9D

                Tactics; Sieges: 10D

        Value: 5D

STRENGTH: 2D

        Brawling: 4D+1

        Stamina: 5D



        Swimming: 5D

MECHANICAL: 3D+2

        Astrogation: 5D

        Battle Station Piloting: 5D

        Beast Riding: 5D

        Capital Ship Gunnery: 4D

        Capital Ship Piloting: 5D

        Capital Ship Shields: 4D+1

        Repulsorlift Operation: 3D+1

        Space Transports: 4D+1

        Starship Gunnery: 4D

        Starship Shields: 5D

TECHNICAL: 2D

        Computer Programming/Repair: 3D

        First Aid: 3D

        Repulsorlift Repair: 5D+1

        Security: 5D

EQUIPMENT

        Credits: Vast Personal Wealth

                Imperial Officers Uniform, Comlink, Blaster Pistol (4D), Code Cylinders, Data pad

FORCE SENSITIVE - N

FORCE POINTS 4

DARK SIDE POINTS 5

CHARACTER POINTS 22

Description: Wilhuff Tarkin was a human male politician, bureaucrat, and military officer whose career

spanned the Fall of the Republic and the Age of the Empire. Born on the planet Eriadu in 64 BBY, he was

a member of the Tarkin family and the great-nephew of Jova Tarkin. During the Republic Era, Tarkin

served in the Galactic Republic's Judicial Department for a time before returning to his homeworld as the

Governor of Eriadu. When the Clone Wars began, he renewed his military service, becoming a

commissioned officer in the Republic Navy.

As a captain, Tarkin served under Jedi General Even Piell until the latter's death on Lola Sayu, where the

two were held as prisoners in the Citadel by the Confederacy of Independent Systems for having

memorized half of the Nexus Route. Saved by a Jedi-led rescue team, Tarkin grew to respect the Jedi

Knight Anakin Skywalker, who agreed with the captain's belief that the Jedi Code conflicted with their

wartime duties. He staunchly opposed the Jedi Order's role as leaders in the Grand Army of the

Republic, believing that peacekeepers should not direct the Republic war effort. A favorite of Supreme

Chancellor Sheev Palpatine, Tarkin served on the Strategic Advisory Cell and was promoted to the

military rank of Admiral. When Jedi Commander Ahsoka Tano was framed for the bombing of the Jedi

Temple on Coruscant, it was Tarkin who acted as the prosecutor in her trial.



Tarkin continued to rise in power with the proclamation of a new regime, the Galactic Empire, ruled by

the self-appointed Emperor Palpatine. Joining the ranks of the New Order's regional governors, Grand

Moff Tarkin administrated the Outer Rim Territories and was also involved in the secret construction of

the DS-1 Death Star Mobile Battle Station. As governor of the regions of space along the galactic frontier,

he sought to enforce Imperial rule on restive worlds such as Lothal where rebel cells grew increasingly

bold in their opposition to the Empire. Having retained the Emperor's favor in the New Order, Tarkin often

worked alongside the Emperor's chief enforcer, the Sith Lord Darth Vader, whom he once knew as

Skywalker.

A proponent of the doctrine of fear, he believed that the battle station and its planet-killing superweapon

would terrify the galaxy into total submission. At Tarkin's command the Core World Alderaan was

destroyed by the Death Star, instantly killing billions of Alderaanians. Tarkin ultimately perished, however,

when the Alliance to Restore the Republic succeeded in destroying the station at the Battle of Yavin in 0

BBY. As a result, his memory was tarnished in the views of some Imperial officers, such as Grand

General Cassio Tagge, who referred to the Death Star as "Tarkin's folly." Princess Leia Organa

remembered Tarkin as the man who destroyed her adopted homeworld and family long after his death.

The First Order, having risen to power as the Empire's successor opposing the New Republic,

commemorated Tarkin's memory in an effort to portray Imperial leaders in a more heroic light.

Personality and traits

Wilhuff Tarkin was a human male who stood 1.85 meters tall and had blue eyes. During the Clone Wars,

he had auburn hair which later turned gray by the time of the rebellion. As a child, his parents instilled a

sense of ruthlessness in their son by sending him into the untamed Carrion Plateau at the age of eleven.

Through this experience, Tarkin came to believe that the strong and intelligent remained in power by

maintaining control over those beneath them—that life was a constant struggle for survival. The lessons

of Tarkin's childhood continued to influence him throughout his adolescent years, particularly in space

combat where he killed a band of pirates while serving with the Outland Regions Security Force. Tarkin's

body was also covered in scarred wounds from blasterfire, claws of predators, and falls, collected

throughout his life. The ambitious Naboo politician Sheev Palpatine had a strong influence on Tarkin as

well. Through Palpatine's influence, Tarkin pursued career paths in both law enforcement and

government, serving first with the Judicial Department. During this time, it became known that he flew

boldly into adversity. Tarkin would go onto gain the governorship of his homeworld on the advice of his

mentor.

With the outbreak of the Clone Wars, Tarkin opted for renewed military service following his tenure as

governor of Eriadu. As a captain in the Republic Navy, he served under the command of the Jedi

Generals due to their appointment as leaders of the Grand Army of the Republic. However, he resented

the Jedi Order for its independence from the bureaucracy and military hierarchy, and for the fact that their

moral code prevented them from assisting the Republic with the full extent of their power. Furthermore,

he believed that the Jedi were ill-suited to lead the Galactic Republic's war effort due to their traditional

role as peacekeepers, although this view did not apply to all members of the Order—having developed a

grudging respect for the hardened warrior Even Piell and admiration for Anakin Skywalker. As an admiral,

Tarkin remained resentful of the Jedi's independence and used the deaths of clone troopers in the

bombing of the Jedi Temple to argue that the incident was a Republic military matter rather than an



internal affair of the Order. Having made his case to the Jedi High Council, Tarkin sought to prosecute

the defendant Ahsoka Tano to the full extent of Republic law, which included the penalty of death. While

Tarkin ultimately failed to achieve his goal due to the confession of Barriss Offee, he listened with great

interest as the fallen Jedi publicly denounced the Jedi Order and the Republic for their role in the Clone

Wars.

As a loyal protégé of Sheev Palpatine, Tarkin became one of the strongest supporters of the New Order

in the aftermath of the Republic's reorganization as the Galactic Empire. His tireless efforts to root out

resistance to Palpatine's rule as Emperor was rewarded with a promotion to the rank of Grand Moff of the

Outer Rim Territories. Over the course of his career under the Empire, Tarkin helped to consolidate the

Empire's control of the galaxy through the use of ruthless tactics, overseeing mass arrests and

executions of both Separatists and Republic loyalists on Antar 4. As Grand Moff, he did not tolerate

failure and was keen on making examples of ineffectual officers by having them summarily executed.

With the completion of the Death Star, Tarkin developed a simple and brutal philosophy—fear of the

battle station's planet-killing superweapon would henceforth suppress all resistance to Imperial power.

Although at times ruthless or arrogant, Tarkin wasn't always uncaring. Upon learning that the citizens of

Salient II had burnt their houses and fled the system, he told his adjutant he hoped they had taken their

pets with them. Although he was kind to both Ciena Ree and Thane Kyrell on Jelucan, this was only a

deception to prove a point to Firmus Piett. In addition to his reputation as an ambitious and ruthless

proponent of military power, Tarkin was known for his sharp memory. He never forgot a favor or a slight

and was capable of recalling people from meetings that took place over a decade before, even if he had

only met them once. For example, when Ciena Ree greeted him via hologram, he recognized her from

their encounter that took place when she was a child. Additionally, he had an almost spiritual attachment

to the wilderness of his homeworld, and felt a deep appreciation to the land for having provided him with

so many critical life lessons. He also held his uncle Jova in high esteem for similar reasons.

Tarkin was notably rival to Director Krennic, seeing his obsession surrounding Project Stardust as a

waste due to the scope of the project that, for years, had not yielded any results for the Empire. He

backed Grand Admiral Thrawn's TIE Defender project in opposition to using funds to support Krennic's

ambitions, even arranging a meeting with the Emperor on behalf of Thrawn so the admiral could make

his case for his new starfighter. However, after a successful test of the Death Star at Jedha, Tarkin was

impressed by the superweapon and manipulated his way into command of the station, greatly angering

Krennic, who would travel to Mustafar to complain directly to Darth Vader.

Equipment

While serving the Galactic Republic, Wilhuff Tarkin wore the standard uniform worn by Republic officers,

with a rank insignia plaque with three red squares over two blue, which showed his rank of Captain, and

later Admiral. When the Republic transitioned into the Galactic Empire, the same uniform was kept in

service. However, Tarkin now had a rank insignia depicting five blue squares over three of red and two of

gold, which showed his new rank of Moff. Additionally, he kept a pair of code cylinders on both sides of

his tunic. By 14 BBY, Tarkin wore a new uniform, one that was created specifically for the Empire.

Following his promotion to Grand Moff, he gained a new plaque, with an additional blue square over a

gold one on the right side. Tarkin wore a white shirt under his tunic, the neck and sleeves of which were



often visible.

Although Tarkin didn't normally carry a blaster, he was proficient with the weapons, such as the DC-17

hand blaster. 
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